
    PROTECTING THE GREENBELT  

THE ISSUE:  The Greenbelt is a treasured Natural Resource in the 

Nation’s Capital.  Like you, our organizations value the Greenbelt for 
the exceptional and accessible recreation it offers us, along with the 
key environmental services provided the community by its tree 

canopy, wetlands and other natural features, particularly critical given climate change.   
 

THE THREAT: However, the Greenbelt is vulnerable due to the increasing City of Ottawa development pressure 

for new roads and other infrastructure – some of which has already compromised the Greenbelt, setting a 
concerning precedent for more. 
 

For too long, the Greenbelt has been taken for granted. We can no longer afford to do so. 
 

THE SOLUTION: Organizations that have worked hard to protect the Greenbelt over the years want to see that 

protection enshrined in legislation. The Federal Government’s commitment to Conservation efforts across the 
country and the up-coming Municipal Election provides an important opportunity to see the Greenbelt given 
National Heritage protection.  
 

HOW YOU CAN HELP: While our organizations will be working to create awareness and gain political support 

for the protection of the Greenbelt, it will require the voice of the public to be successful.  
 

1) Visit www.wildlifeinfo.ca to provide your contact information so we can keep you abreast of our Campaign. 
2) Share this with family, friends and neighbours who value the Greenbelt and want to see it protected.   
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